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My go to the Committee for me out. I that, as as the
I are, the Committee did get of an of the

of what I am on about.

May I for a at the I
that I not had the to fully my and that was

by the which not to me
of the put to me. Never-the-less I the

and am to very few an
by the transcriber. I will to you in a

day or so.

However were I did really to put to the but
just did not allow it. I will not many of the "instances" I had to

to but feel if I this last of I can
rest I have my very best.

like to be of my
was cut I left a you

I did to to the committee's a
the the and the over a

As of the by the public and as as
are, me the and the are both far than we

1 9/04/0 1 Sex in raid
4/04/01 Robbery victim
5/04/01 Iron bar, bat in raid
1 4/04/0 1 tied,
1 8/04/01 in robbery
2/05/01 Woman, 83 , at
1 8/04/01
2/05/0 1
9/05/01 rob
14/05/01 10° times

1 5/04/01 Woken by men
1 1/05/01 foils home invasion

* front door rf «. fcnn. de facto's

unit]
16/06/01
20/06/01 found in
1 Fears as Bolder



8/07/01 was
8/07/01 foiled
11 /07/01 Two break-ins
25/07/01 Two tied up in robbery
11/07/01
8/07/01 Man

I up to for the on the 6th the
was the in the "security" at

the was while her in room. on
Radio" was the family, living in a "security" at

- the block and of the into - the
all over Sydney,

V / V

I did and definitive to to re-
"alarm" and consequently the of pro-active "barrier"

and locksmithing. But in I to you to the
story, ago two of my to
and in an "alarm" at Homsby TAPE. The day very
first I how it went. They told me that the first they had

was how to and I with and no-
one had any of bona As a

I my to the Security Ltd
(ASIAL) who it to the Police Fire the

(Protection) Act 1985 at that They sent an
to one of who

by the Commonwealth Service for and who
the jobs they now with

ability. Similarly TAFE at Mt the of
totally oblivious of I do not

by

I to an by the of ASIAL in the of
»ur me in tne 01 an or

yuu/'security in the of or
^^ ^f ... SO too 15 if important for
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security industry]. ^
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went It was that she pick a topic and she
the screen door industry because were a lot about

doors. The said "any but screen doors".
She said "no, they had her the choice, did they have to I

that the of Fair then and
that if Choice any cooperation in the they had to get rid of her. I

this was specifically as the for her
Colleen got a to write the of the NRMA

and NRMA told me, at the that the of Fair
so that they rang NRMA on to

her. To NRMA's they her anyway.

The of Fair Trading will tell you that I am the only one
the Not so. A of have to to
the Amery, as the Labour on Fair
was so the that he it in
NRMA it at level, in fact Lo'Po
Tingle MLC it with Faye Lo'Po. as the

for and Consumer was, an ASIAL to her,
by the but two

the 7 Today Tonight it with Pels who
his in her Mr. O........... Sylvania not

his got but he to it to the
of Trading they to Ms on the

had he it to and
he was Many told me of

to get the of Fair Trading to

At ASIAL5 s cost I a two hour to solicitor. His view was that it
"take of by an to

or not to but
that "in his view was a very possibility". A

of 70 all of ASIAL
a that be onto ICAC. I

that ICAC did not to see one of any

I was a lot at
I wrote to the a of the of Fair

They me that was the of
, J^«/f tfwf fhev got of each year. I was

TO Mar tney #" 11J^ n a * n f Security and had
Tenancy Tribunal was ^^ f|1 regard to



« may have been in to the they have been by
tie

» may well not the level of
they a

Then, I just to the of tens of of
by the new of woven

"security" by the story. At API I had a lady
into the showroom who had / had on her

She with the and us If we "fix
It up" for her. I her for what she had had the and she
said "for the of her family". I her that meet
that if it be cut with a She said "it be cut with a knife
- both the and the had her of that fact". I

her our of the and she was that she had lied to.
She was to take it up with the of Fair and I her

- ~ v,,«. ort tviat she would know she would be up I her the
with



a knife" did not the Fair iraamg rwt. .,_ _..
"how the allow such a lie?" Out of sake I then rang me

of Fair Trading and to a I the
the claim and the reality. that she no the

the Fair Trading Act and that we a complaint". 1 her
that we had, but that the John had that it did
not the Fair Trading Act. Her was "Oops -1 am not to buy into
that" and she up.

Similarly, Mrs. E. M. of Chatswood bought "security" this
of If you to the 7 Today Tonight to

you will see "kids" the by it and
her she at with her baby.

I to re-sell the An
I that I would be it by it a I was told

that "that would be OK, it just be cut a knife",
the was on the that they not

me to test it with a

of by
In to the Police of [the Fire

of the old Act - the Security Industry Unit of the new Act], I did to
At the introduction of the new in

1997 1 I would try and get one of the of "so-called
door" components [along with the by

the into doors] with the Act. I
a with a - - HSW -

Window Systems. I out the of a that met the
of the for the for end

the and that it was my that for the



last ten years they and their had been
I pointed out that the new Act it an to use by

or to any security unless they [the
door and too had an

His me at the time. "We haven't let the
in to security to date and we are not to let

start now". I put his down to , but you at the rest of my
it you wonder.

I you to a copy of a on my files [in your from and Tout
[Solicitors] to Comalco as far as 1992. That it that

or doors, for is to an
- no ifs or buts. I that all the

advice. Yet of
still in the to

The Police Security Industry Unit told me that in the of the Wollongong
by 12 year old they in in

was, all, just one I the that in the of the
it took just "only" one over the I

to follow up of the with the it
a or of a
For "a with a at her a his way
a door"; "the by a

her door breached"; "Carole V C
her failed"; "David T C his failed"; "the 67

old tied up a break-in her door"; "Tern G, the
who had her security down"; "the

who had a in her door"; and the list on "the
Bay woman, Bill B, the Wiranalee woman the man tied up

- ail after a a my
and told me that as I was a of the

they mot how was in any of the
they that I on the and that I up

the on the to the

The of
F wanted to relate to the the story. Ten years or more ago I

before a NSW Select and
oath. I a drnrn that the

have the Select Committee report changed] I received a letter from Housing rmUang



(2) forth, so as to avoid confusion, the would refer to
doors only as "heavy duty fly screen doors"

(3) Consequently they had no to use with the
to those - "home

would suffice.
A few^ years as a of & enters and etc in

the that he was $10 on
- an that the I rang up

to see if we for the doors only to be told that
the had own and that we not I

of the that "proper" doors to
be and they that that was own

I reminded of the "admissions" I had the
to above. They the "Oops ..... we had

that. What the Minister to say in his was that the
were heavy duty doors". I said that the

on the of the for
- would the a corrective "NO". A of

a girl got in a Commission Unit at and
the for providing security. The was that

was only to "heavy doors". Talk
the to the

-
I to to the of the as with in

is an Australian for put out by
/ Association. of are,

by law, e.g. Bicycle and I Sun-Glasses. are
I that I the to and would do so as an
in Court, that the for the Fair

Act and the of NSW In
I would site the laid in the Court v

Locking. On my files in your is a copy of a
to the that he has the and that

it is so NRMA not their policy to seek that
for their door The the

was to that with the "what he know"?
I am that wrote to in the vein - Paul
for [Paul was head of for the NSW of
Public Works and then head of in NSW for NAB before a

Again the Door was "what
know"? NSW from Zuric, and GIO have
all about the of the in
screen doors. ASIAL to get to accept Mike Seidl
and Paul onto the security door but that was by them on
the basis that "it give the security too say in the ot the
Standard".

1 have to the letter from the of
Standards were deficit as regards NSW Secunty



But look at the Committee those
have been aware for years that on the

who work for companies deriving from do so that
they work for have

for many by to the
NSW - so how can be I would
also that a by
way of a the they for and so by to
this door without the "consultant's" they
are in of the - so how can the trust
the

I you to the 10th 2003 4] the
was for
« Solid doors wif/i and hinge on the to prevent removal

be installed. is I know are
at BUT to the and on the an
door. There are two wrong with An on

would likely be in of the Code of
but is the fact an is

to down an outward door. Nor is the
of the "fault" the hold the to the door,
solved. Then of the "mortice" the lock a
"fault" The solution is to the as

but add an top to carry the of the to the
door, to the and of the

and "security and to clad the face
of the with an ballistic I
wouldn't use a "mortice" lock but a heavy-duty a
two or four bar or a heavy-duty "Quad" bolt. All of this
work to be by a &

- a type will just get it so he
not the for

A of the "advices" in that are just Amd
does the the

of the tot Lc. use am with a
as by NSW

I on 6th I went to a pool in the
Now I know about bomb but I be very if
was not one of the a use to a

Anyone can the of this pool at any time of
the night and off the is the room even when can
be by any 15 year old thug with a or bent

difficulty.

heard stories of patrol guards being able to get into offices during
their using I know of where all it
takes is a bent to get in the doors. rave on



but then the lives and of [and
for by providing totally or

for when they are working in
[for

at the in to jail
To the of this I to the a few

they with "tamper-proof and
at the store] we had at ANZ @

this of A few my a
call "painters". They had a "contract" to the at ANZ

and they to ow so they the of
the windows. We for a so we could call They
an would call us back the day. When we with the no

works were to be out at all. to say we
obviously to be

So just far the of the
The Code of the that is for the
of not and so they that, as fire is for it

over valuables. is a This and
the lack that is, first and for the
of that Council are

to fire only but which for at risk of
up. I had a with the NSW of Urban They told me that as

the Code, nobody had ever that in fact be
for the of staff [e.g. TAB & club staff

and the like]. Locking which
and at the with the of the Code is
but Council will not to be As a

1 was with the - to do a
to with Council would the of staff at risk and

the possibility of my sued : to do it in with
practice, in with the of the put

me at risk sued by Council. When 1 the
for a the of my but was "in
your it would just be too hard to get the

Take University mtn * ^^%m <& I
they have over a crimes per year from tkeft to

rape and even the occasional murder. I got after an where a
live-in after a break & entry. The had been

! f J ' '
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to the and the University, they be by on me

with a of wire or screwdriver. The University had
on in



with the Fire Department's Yet I was to
with but my The University that

the had what

I was by a to 25 hold-ups of and
in the area over a few I that they up after the left

and the staff left to the I was able to get the
/ bar with a

ruler in less than two

Would you that the Yellow Pages print
door which are in breach of security by
those do not hold a security industry licence. this
Pages accepts their money and prints their anyway and don t

so they are the trust of those relying on the good name of the

Yellow

The problem with the word "security" is that by using it, regardless of how
appropriate it might be in any given circumstance, the mere use of the word will
mean an ability to obtain a huge surcharge/profit on the standard pnce.

It is my earnest belief that under both Fair Trading and Security Industry
legislation, and regardless of whether or not any other issue in my submissions
are addressed, the potential victims are entitled to adequate warning that they
may have been mislead in regard to their security purchases.

It is obvious from my submissions that regardless of what other
avenues the Committee may explore, the fact of the matter is--
proper enforcement of Fair Trading and Security Industry
legislation and the acknowledgment of the security relationship to the
protection of staff under Occupational Health & Safety legislation,
vvril ultimately force crime (if there has to be crime) into areas wheremore resources to fighting * - au for

If te CM* deeffis ft appropriate, 1 toy autee Ms submission for public


